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Manage your investigator 
training, study documents, 
and safety reporting with a 
single login

One Comprehensive Platform
Investigator Training

Centralize all your training documentation for 
in-person, virtual, role-based, task-based, SIV 
documentation and on-demand investigator 
training through WCG InvestigatorSpace. This 
purpose-built platform provides 24/7 real time 
reports to ensure audit readiness and reduce 
redundant training. Content is quickly captured 
and produced – with central study home 
page, task lists, amendments, refreshers, and 
document management. You’ll lower training 
costs by 60% and reduce training asset creation 
time by 90%.

Safety Reporting

Streamline safety letter distribution and 
reporting to eliminate duplication and alleviate 
site burdens. Safety events (SUSARs, AEs, and 
SAEs) are entered quickly and easily via one 
portal, increasing efficiency and improving 
communication. You’ll achieve perpetual 
inspection readiness with a complete audit trail, 
ensuring 100% auditability and traceability.

Accelerate Your Start Up Accelerate Your Start Up 
with Customized Training with Customized Training 
Delivered in Delivered in Only 5 DaysOnly 5 Days
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WCG InvestigatorSpace® is an all-
inclusive site and study team platform 
that connects clinical trial training, study 
documents and safety letter notifications 
– with one login.  Critical study 
communications can now be harmonized 
in one system. 

What if this system could increase 
efficiency and accelerate study starts? 
WCG InvestigatorSpace automates 
workflows to eliminate manual labor 
and reduce site and study team burdens. 
You’ll refresh your research program 
by accelerating study timelines and 
ensuring a new level of quality and audit 
preparedness.  
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• In-Person Investigator Training

• Virtual Investigator Training

• On-Demand Training

• Role & Task-Based Training

• Training Certificates

• Rapid Content Development 

• Mobile App for On-Site CRA Training

• Safety Letter Distribution & Reporting

• Regulatory Document Exchange

• Study Home & Resource Center

• Help Desk Support

• CTMS and ETMF Integration

• Amendment Rollouts in 24 Hours

• Single Sign-On 

• Immunology Endpoint Assessment Training

• Cross-Sponsor Exemption

• Uploading of Content

Your study can be live in WCG’s  
InvestigatorSpace in just five business days, 
helping your sites get to first patient in sooner 
with less study management time spent on audit 
preparedness. With on-demand training and 
automated workflows increasing staff efficiency, 
your sites can focus on patient care. 

Leverage the industry’s most robust investigator 
training and safety platform, proven by:

280,000+ Clinicians

75,000+ Sites Globally

150+ Countries

5M+ Training Certificates

6M+ Safety Letter Assignments

“The training process only took 2 weeks, with 1,133 
patients and 11 sites quickly enrolled in the trials.” 

“We learned through COVID-19 the importance of 
decentralized trials and using all the technology at our 
hands. Why wouldn’t we be doing that with training? 
We have the technology to do excellent virtual training, 
and we should embrace it.”

“WCG training makes hard things easy.”

Senior Director, Strategy, 
Oversight and Training 
Endo Pharmaceuticals

— Global CRO
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Client Testimonials

The WCG InvestigatorSpace Platform Features


